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Good morning and welcome back to Day 2 of the EIANZ LEAP Summit.I am Geraldine Squires. I am have been a member of EIANZ for going on 11 years and am a Certified Environmental Practitioner, with an Impact Assessment Specialization. In my day job I am environmental consultant and look after GHD’s environmental assessment and approvals team in Brisbane.I am also currently the South Queensland Division Treasurer.As such it is very pleasing for me to see so many people here and to know that as a division we are able to invest back into our membership base and the environmental profession more broadly to bring you these events.I am also very pleased to be your chair for the day and have the privilege of introducing to you an exceptional group of presenters who will address a range interesting and thought provoking topics.As part of my role as chair I was posed a question to respond to: As environmental professionals, what do we want?My first thoughts were wine, cheese, beer, chocolate…. But Danielle quickly assured me that this was not quite what the organizing committee had intended!To answer that question I looked to the Institute as a whole.Who better to answer the question than our members who work across a broad and encompassing range of environmental professions, including those that practice in the fields of:Ecology and biodiversitySocial scienceContamination and rehabilitationClimate changeHeritageImpact assessmentSustainability Economics
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And importantly, while individually diverse we are all committed to operating under a common code of ethics.Through our Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct we have defined the values that we want to achieve as professionals:Promote environmental principlesMaintain and promote the protection of the environment and the health and well being of our communities now and into the future Demonstrate integrityBy being honest and presenting our work in an objective manner avoiding misrepresentation of obfuscationRepresent and promote the professionBy adopting high standards of environmental practice and support others in their development of good practicesPractice competentlyWhereby we work within our limits and strive to continuously update and develop our skills.More recently the Institute embarked on developing and defining further our Mission and Vision to complement the Values under our Code of Ethics.
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For those of you who read the updates this slide will be familiar. And while I can’t claim any of the good work that went into the preparation of this Mission, Vision and Values statement, I did participate in the collaborative and consultative process where I was able to express my opinions to inform its developmentAnd while this has been developed as the Institute’s Mission, Vision and Values statements, we as members are the institute and I think it therefore provides a good representation of what environmental professionals are seeking to achieve and what we want.Looking at some of the elements of the statement, this is my interpretation of what and how we get what we want for our profession.We want to be connected and supported.We do this though our many networking events and mentoring programmes – successfully entering it’s third year in SQ. and we also get cheese and wine!And we support and promote environmental practice in schools and at universities.We also collaborate with industry partners and other organisations and institutions to remain current.Maintaining connection and making new connections keeps us relevant and up to date with current thinking on issues now and emerging, not only within our specialist field but also on issues that are of relevance and importance to the communities within which we all live and work allowing us to contribute to promoting a sustainable future.A key ‘want’ for me is the ability and opportunity toDevelop and learnTo constantly challenge ourselves and others to better understand the environment, the impacts and consequences of our actions and decisions for now and into the future.This is relevant to traditional practices and environments and issues we thought we understood but are now able to learn from the past to inform the future such as PFAS as well as current and emerging issues such as climate change and adoption of new methods and technologies such as alternate energy.With more data available in record time from multiple sources, I feel that now more than ever we as an environmental profession need to focus on critical thinking using the best science, and being guided by good policy.To support this, we run numerous professional development sessions across a wide range of topics, including this conference where we get to engage, learn and challenge, and share ideas and knowledge. EIANZ was also recently instrumental in bringing the International Association of Impact Assessment’s annual conference to Brisbane. This provided a great opportunity to learn from international specialists and also comfort that we are all challenged in our practice as professionals but that we have such a wide resource base to call on for support and knowledge locally, nationally and internationally.We want to achieve good environmental outcomesKeeping ourselves relevant and maintaining our professional development standards contributes to our desire to achieve good environmental outcomes in the work that we do.Specifically, through our special interest sections we provide platforms to collaborate and tackle complex issues and to advocate for good policy through considered submissions to Government on key issues. Specialist interest sections comprise: climate change, contaminated land, ecology, heritage and impact assessment.For example the Impact Assessment special interest section is looking at the practice of strategic environmental assessment and is bringing together members from industry and government to challenge thinking and practices in order to promote better environmental outcomes into the future.We want our work to be respected and to add value in achieving good outcomesWe all want to be proud of the work that we do and that means maintaining our integrity and committing to ethical practice.As members we have all committed to this by signing up to our Code of Ethics and Professional Practice.EIANZ holds its members accountable and supports and promotes the high standards of professional and ethical conduct that practitioners are committed to across government and industry.In particular, having initiated the Certified Environmental Practitioners Scheme whereby individuals are accredited we are seeking to recognize environmental professionals in line with other professions to provide confidence to our communities, employers, colleagues, regulators and clients that these standards of practice are being maintained.We want diversity and recognize that the environment profession is broad and mulit-disciplianryLooking at the line up of speakers and presentations today (as well as those of yesterday – including a video link to Denmark!) we are definitely catering to the broad and diverse membership base, across all sectors and project lifecycles and that operate in and within all spheres of the environmental profession. And I will also note that we support and encourage views and contributions from people who are not environmental practitioners or students but that have an interest in the environment profession through our Associate membership.Okay, that’s enough from, let’s get into our program.
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So really with all this great work that the institute does to support us as members we can have our cake and eat it too.
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